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Check Point Gateway and Management Appliance with Software Blades

“Check Point allows all security blades to be managed from one appliance,
which simplifies management, maintenance and cost. The performance of
Check Point has exceeded everything required, and we couldn’t speak
more highly of its reliability.”
– Daniel Johnston, Information and Communications Technology Manager, MCEC

CUSTOMER CHALLENGE

Customer Profile
n
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QUICK FACTS

n

The Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre (MCEC)
hosts more than 1100 events each year, including meetings,
conventions and exhibitions, concerts, tradeshows and
gala dinners.
MCEC’s range of in-house technology across lighting,
audio, vision and IT creates memorable experiences
for event attendees.
MCEC offers the latest IT networking capabilities for both
fixed and wireless telecommunications and computing.

Industry
n

Hospitality

Providing reliable public wireless Internet service to thousands of visitors daily, MCEC required network
security and control over content and applications, without being overly restrictive. MCEC needed a
solution that would:
n
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Enable thousands of users to access the network concurrently
Ensure maximum network security
Allow flexibility and management of data access and applications
Ensure zero downtime
Provide maximum throughput with no user usage impact

Business Challenges
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Support client demand for free wireless connectivity
(up to 10,000 devices)
Maintain control over content and applications
Protect users

SELECTION PROCESS

Check Point Solutions
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ROI
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Check Point Gateway Appliance
Check Point Security Gateway Software Blades:
Advanced Networking, Antivirus, Application Control,
Firewall, IPS, IPsec VPN, URL Filtering
Check Point Management Appliance
Check Point Security Management Software Blades:
Endpoint Policy Management, Logging and Status,
Network Policy Management, SmartProvisioning

“ We’ve received incredibly positive feedback from our
clients in terms of stability and performance. Offering
in-house technology is a key differentiator for us so
the huge reputational benefit amongst customers is
the return on investment we needed.”
– Daniel Johnston, Information and Communications Technology
Manager, MCEC
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Selection Criteria

Why Check Point?

4 Reliable network security for

“Check Point offers a simple and central management
point that allows us to provide reliable and secure
wireless Internet service. We can protect users, while
still giving them access to what they need, all from
the one appliance.”

public environment

4 Multiple features from single
appliance

4 Ease of management
4 Cost-effective
4 Application-aware network
4 Zero downtime and high
throughput

– Daniel Johnston,
Information and Communications Technology Manager, MCEC
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THE CHECK POINT SOLUTION
The Check Point Software Blade Architecture meets the need for a reliable, secure
public network.

CHECK POINT BENEFITS
Robust, Flexible Protection
n
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Managing network service through application control
MCEC required a solution that would ensure a secure wireless environment
for thousands of users. The Check Point Application Control Software Blade
allows MCEC to modify the online applications available to users at different
times, helping manage the bandwidth consuming apps to control costs and
keep the service available for all users.
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Software Blade Architecture consolidates technologies,
creating simplicity and flexibility
The Check Point Software Blade Architecture allows MCEC to run the
many features of multiple software blades from a single device, enabling
the company to simplify and reduce management time while maintaining
high levels of security. “The other solutions we looked at couldn’t offer
us the option of consolidating all our appliances, which would have resulted
in wasted management time.” – Johnston
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Ensures MCEC can provide duty of care for guests’ online protection and security
Delivers robust threat protection and application management without being
too restrictive
Provides solution to the entire range of MCEC’s security requirements on a
large scale in a complex, non-traditional and constantly changing environment

Unsurpassed Reliability for Critical Network Security
n

“Since we implemented Check Point, the stability and reliability of the solution
has meant no unplanned system outages have been required. Our customers
rely on us to ensure their event runs smoothly, and having a constantly secure
and reliable network is absolutely critical in making that happen.” – Johnston

Single Point of Management
n
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The Check Point Software Blade Architecture means MCEC’s security solution
runs through a single device, making day-to-day usage, maintenance and overall
management incredibly simple.
MCEC is able to reduce unnecessary complexity and save time and money,
while providing the highest levels of wireless network security.
“Check Point really was the only party that could fulfill our needs in a single
device and on the scale that we required.” – Johnston

URL filtering protects and enables granular web control
MCEC needed to put controls in place to protect online users while still
allowing visitors access to information that was relevant to their jobs. With
up to 10,000 visitors at the venue at any given time from a wide variety
of industries, many users needed access to sites that were traditionally
restricted or blacklisted. The Check Point URL Filtering Software Blade
has allowed MCEC to enforce inspection of all traffic.

SUMMARY
Secure • Reliable • Easy
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Superior network protection ensures a secure wireless environment for customers
The ability to confidently host events, by providing a reliable and high
performing secure environment
The Check Point Software Blade Architecture provides a consolidated and
simplified solution that improves security and reduces complexity

Total Value • Cost Effective Solution
n
n
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CONTACT CHECK POINT

Consolidated security solution enables multiple layers of protection on a
single appliance
Integrated solution reduces licensing, hardware, maintenance, and management
time and costs
Application Control and URL Filtering solution manages bandwidth consuming
applications
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